
 2019 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name: Dane County Library Service 

 

Certification Grade: 1 

 

Date of visit: 11/13/19 

 

Library staff present at the visit: Tracy Herold 

 

SCLS staff present: Craig Ellefson 

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 90 minutes 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below 

 

1. What is your favorite library story from the past year?  

Hiring two new staff members to help work on the Dream Bus. The two new staff members come 

from non-library backgrounds and are from the communities that the Dream Bus serves. Tracy 

enjoys watching the new employees thrive in this environment and is excited to see where this 

step takes them in advancing their careers.  

 

2. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re really excited about?  

The new Dream Bus arrived in the spring. It was a project two years in the making and it allows 

them to serve underserved areas in the community. It’s very exciting having two vehicle now. It’s 

also exciting to get to learn about the different communities in the city and surrounding area. 

They have also been breaking down barriers by reducing or getting rid of fines and fees. 

 

3. What are you looking forward to in the coming year? 

More stability with the Dream Bus schedule and The RIPL Project planning with Beyond the Page. 

 

4. What is the greatest stressor at your library right now? How can SCLS support you? 

Tracy is struggling with the unknowns regarding retirements coming up in the next 5 years. Staff 

with a lot of institutional knowledge have begun talking about retirement.  

Tracy reflected on her coming to SCLS as a library director at SUN and then how moving to DCL 

has given her a new outlook on how nice it is to have the support of SCLS behind her. She said to 

keep on doing what you’re doing. 

 

5. Anything else you’d like to share?  

None, it was getting late and Tracy had to go to another meeting.  Tracy visited me in my office, 

so I didn’t make any observations on-site. 


